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「텔레뮤직」에 사용된 장비 수량
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국가 곡 명 비고

일본

"E TEN RAKU" 가가쿠 음악12)

"SENBOTSUSHA IREI HEIWA KIGAN DAI HOYOH" 불교 chant

"YATAI AIKATA" 가부키13) 음악

"DAIDAI HAGURA" 가부키 음악

OMIZUTORI Ceremony 바다의 음악

"JION-E"
승려의 염불과

게타14) 소리

노오15) 타악기주자 (목소리)

발리 "BARIS BAPAN"
아프리카 "IBANI SANSA"
스페인 "SEVILLANAS"
헝가리 "PISTA BÁCSI, JÁNOS BÁCSI"

아마존

"Dance for Adolescent Girls" Shipibo Indians

"LULLABY" Javahe Indians

"low men's choir" Suyai Indians

중국 "KEIHOSAU"

베트남

“SONGS OF THE FESTIVAL OF LOVE"
"CONCERT OF BAMBOO WHISTLES"
"AIR OF GONGS"
"CONCERT OF FLUTES"
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악기 대략적 피치

「보쿠쇼」

「타쿠」

「모쿠교」

「린」
      

「케이슈」
        

대종

(Large Bell)
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악기명
<스트럭쳐>의 

길이(초)
사용된 <스트럭쳐> 출연회수  전체 길이(초)

종 144 31 1 144

「케이슈」
91 22 1

180
89 11 1

「린」

57 16 1

16856 24 1

55 8 1

「모쿠교」

37 15 1

176
36 21 1

35 9 1

34 3, 27 2

「보쿠쇼」

23 13, 20 2

17522 5, 17,29 3

21 1, 10, 25 3

「타쿠」
14 4, 7, 14, 19, 23, 26, 28, 30 8

177
13 2, 6, 12, 18, 32 5
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 검색어 :  슈톡하우젠(Stockhausen), 텔레뮤직(Telemusik), 

 인터모듈레이션(Intermodulation), 가가쿠 회로(Gagaku Circuit)

 E-Mail : heeyoung37@hanmail.net
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Karlheinz Stockhausen, a well-known pioneer of electronic music, completed 

"Telemusik" by mixing electronic sounds of his own devising, music that he 

collected in various parts of the world such as Japan, Bally, Spain, Hungary, 

and China, and the sounds of Japanese temple instruments that he recorded 

firsthand.

"Telemusik" is consist of 32 structures, and each of which starts with the 

sounds of Japanese temple instruments. Stockhausen made a whole form 

employing temple instruments, and allocated time to the structures. In the 

process each structure was determined to be 13 to 144 seconds in length 

according to Fibonacci sequence and resonance of the temple instruments 

that was used at the introduction of the piece. Moreover, the whole duration 

of the structure with each temple instrument in use was fixed at similar 

length of 168 to 180 seconds by allocating short structures more than long 

ones. 

Stockhausen employed the music of unfamiliar cultures in conjunction with 

his self-made electronic sounds of "Telemusik" to freely share the spirits of 

each other culture. He maintained space and time independence in each 
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music but harmonized them at the same time. He also strived to connect 

different cultures by using Japanese temple instruments and introducing 

Western Catholic liturgy. As a result, "Telemusik" closed in to the gist of 

what Stockhausen said: "I wish to compose not "my" music, but a music of 

the whole Earth, of all countries and all races."

Intermodulation process is employed in "Telemusik"to combine each folk 

music that has nothing in common, and Gagaku Circuit with two ring 

modulators in it is mainly used in the process. Sound that passes through 

the first ring modulator is reproduced throughout the whole structure and 

that sound is modulated when being through the second ring modulator. 

Thereafter, by using volume fader it is mixed with other sounds only when 

it is needed. As it passes through Gagaku Circuit, each country’s folk music 

is "ring-modulated" with sine wave, a high frequency, so that original sound 

of the folk music is not recognizable any longer in the music and then the 

changed music is well harmonized with electronic sounds. Folk music can be 

passed through only one ring modulator without using Gagaku Circuit. In 

that case, the character of each folk music presents itself very clearly. 

However, it is played for a brief time or the volume is turned down, so that 

it is not confronted with other sounds and adapt itself well in the piece.

Throughout the whole "Telemusik", the electronic sounds are played at a 

very high or low frequency range and recorded world music is played at a 

middle frequency range. However, the world music is not performed as it is. 

Rather it is passed through filter or transformed so that it is well matched 

in the piece. Moreover, each culture’s music does not exclude each other 

and shows a good harmony. The music in the piece is altered a great deal, 

but character of it is not fully transformed and does not fully reveal itself 

at the same time. Besides, though the same music is played several times, 

the form is not fixed since the piece is musically manipulated and the 
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placement within stereo field is changed whenever it is performed. Each 

folk music keeps its own character intact and is tightly united. Therefore, 

Stockhauzen’s trial of completing ‘the music of the whole Earth’ seems to 

be successful.


